Milk Quality Regulation, amendment*

Regulation  84/2016
Registered  May 16, 2016

Manitoba Regulation 168/2007 amended
1 The Milk Quality Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 168/2007, is amended by this Regulation.

2 Section 1 is amended in the definition "substandard milk" by adding the following after clause (n):

(o) milk that is produced by a producer who does not comply with the applicable on-farm requirements specified in the Recommended Code of Practice for the Care and Handling of Dairy Cattle, published by Agriculture Canada and incorporated by reference into the Animal Care Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 126/98, by section 2 and Schedule A of that regulation.

3 The following is added after subsection 12(2):

12(3) The board may cancel or suspend the registration of a producer, or suspend, reduce or cancel, either on a temporary basis or on a permanent basis the daily quota of a producer if such producer markets to the board substandard milk as defined in clause (o) of the definition "substandard milk" in section 1.

12(4) Despite the penalty provisions in subsections (1), (2) and (3), the board may, instead of suspending the registration, licence or daily quota of a producer, impose a financial penalty as determined by the board. However the penalty must not be greater than the value of the milk to be marketed by the producer to the board during the period of suspension.

* This regulation is made under the Dairy Farmers of Manitoba Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 89/2004, and is Order No. 1, 2016 of Dairy Farmers of Manitoba.
Coming into force

This regulation comes into force on June 1, 2016, or on the day it is registered under *The Statutes and Regulations Act*, whichever is later.
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